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Samsung is always coming with innovative products with economical price range; as well Samsung
has covered much market share from Nokia within 1-2 years. The uniqueness of Samsung is that it
is focused to both type of consumers middle class as well as upper class where both type of
consumers can buy Samsung brand in economy price with advanced features, it gives value for
money by providing ample of services. Within two years, Samsung has launched a number of
mobile phones in the market with very competitive or low prices and advanced features.

Here, I would like to represent some Samsung brand models which have very reasonable price:-

(1)	Samsung Focus Flash is a very stylish mobile launched with window phone 7.5 OS, 3.7 inch
AMOLED screen (480x800-pixel) WVGA resolution with 1.4 GHz processor which will give you a
stylish experience with advanced features that cost only $ 50, a very reasonable cost. It is offering 
all basic features including camera and looks very stylish in terms of design and you will be getting
much more features by paying only 50USD.

(2)	Samsung Convoy 2  which has a price tag of 79.99USD where you will be getting 1.3-inch
external CSTN display, 3.2-megapixel camera/camcorder with flash, 2.5 mm & 3.5 mm headset
jack, micro USB port where you can extend your memory up to 32 GB and many more other
features too.

(3)	Samsung Epic 4G Touch which has a cost of only 99.99USD where you will be getting 4.5-inch
Super AMOLED Plus display,1.2GHz dual core processor which works very fast and enhances your
experience, 3.5 mm headset jack, micro USB port and many other apps and  features which work
very well.

(4)	Samsung Gravity Txt which costs only 139.99 USD, is offering Bluetooth, USB syncing, voice
commands and dialing, GPS app, an RSS reader, and Social Buzz apps, 2.4-inch (QVGA) display
supports 262,000 colors and many more features are available which will give you a nice
performance.

(5)	Samsung Galaxy S II which has a cost of only 199.99 USD, it is offering you Android 2.3.4
Gingerbread, 4.3-inch touch screen (800x480-pixel) with AMOLED display, as well very thin &
plenty design, good performance of camera with quality images resolution, long life battery, Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth and much more features. 

Overall, Samsung has launched a number of such economical and reasonable models in the market
with good quality as well as services.

You can also refer to the Samsung website for Latest Samsung Mobile Phone Review, with queries
specific to your area and get the detailed information as per your requirements.
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Sushant-tech - About Author:
I have written many articles, blogs, contents, news and reviews etc. At present I am writing on a
Latest Samsung Mobile Phone Review.
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